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The OD-graph of a lattice appears in many works on lattice theory, such as [1, 2, 3, 4] . It is known in lattice-theoretic database theory under the name of canonical direct base [5] .
Definition 2. An OD-graph is a triple J, ≤, M where J, ≤ is a finite poset and M : J → P f (P f (J)). A p-embedding of OD-graphs l :
Theorem 3. The OD-graph of a lattice gives rise to a full and faithful contravariant functor from the category of finite lattices and epimorphisms to the category of OD-graphs and p-embeddings.
Recall that, if L is finite, then every lattice morphism f : L → M has a left adjoint l : M → L. If f : L → M is surjective, then the arrow part of the OD-graph functor is given by the left adjoint l f .
It is possible to devise convenient categories of OD-graphs in order to define a functor in the opposite direction. We limit us to characterize the image of the functor on objects.
Theorem 4. An OD-graph J, ≤, M is isomorphic to the OD-graph of a lattice if and only if the following conditions hold, for each j ∈ J:
. j ≤ k iff there exists C ∈ M (j) with C < < { k }. * The author acknowledges fruitful discussions with Frédéric Olive, Yde Venema, Fred Wehrung.
Then the functor in the opposite direction takes an OD-graph J, L, M to the lattice of closed subsets of J, where X ⊆ J is closed if it is a downset and C ⊆ X with C ∈ M (j) implies j ∈ X.
, so that its OD-graph is given by the poset of join-irreducible elements. Thus the present duality is, on finite distributive lattices, part of the usual Priestly duality.
We identify finite lattices with the lattices of closed subsets of their OD-graphs. Modulo this identification, it is possible to define a subset semantics in the style of modal logic, where the role of a frame is taken by an OD-graph J, ≤, M . This enriches the landscape of possible lattice-theoretic semantics [6, 7] . Given a valuation v : X → P(J(L)), the satisfaction relation between elements of J(L) and lattice terms is defined as follows:
• j |= x iff there exists C ∈ M + (j) such that C < < x,
• j |= i∈I t i iff j |= t i for each i ∈ I,
• j |= i∈I t i iff there exists C ∈ M + (j) such that, for all c ∈ C there exists i ∈ I such that c |= t i .
Then
Proposition 5. j |= t if and only if j ≤ṽ(t), whereṽ is the interpretation of term t in L defined inductively from the function that interprets a variable x to the elementṽ(
Such a semantics is used for understanding lattice equations. For example, it part of the folklore that a lattice L is n-distributive if and only if, for every j ∈ J(L) and every C ∈ M + (j), C has at most n-elements.
We are interested in fixed point theory on finite lattices. Using the generalization of the above semantics to µ-lattices [8] , we prove a generalization of the well known fact that fixed points are trivial on distributive lattices.
Theorem 6. For each n, there is a variety of finite lattice D n such that, for any lattice polynomial φ, the following relation holds:
so that φ n (⊥) is -uniformly on D n -the least fixed point of φ. Moreover, on D 3n , we have that φ n (⊥) = φ n−1 (⊥) .
The present is still ongoing works. Some suggestive directions are:
-explore the behavior of left-adjoints to lattice monomorphisms on the respective OD-graphs, -explore connections with game logic [9] , -obtain correspondence theorems in the style of Sahlqvist theory.
